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Introductions

Director of Clinical Research and 
Excellence in Practice
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Pragmatism

‘thinking about solving problems in a practical and sensible way rather 
than by having fixed ideas and theories’

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com
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Pragmatic

‘solving problems in a sensible way that suits the conditions that really 
exist now, rather than obeying fixed theories, ideas, or rules’

In business, the pragmatic approach to problems is often more 
successful than an idealistic one.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org
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Pragmatic decision-making in the shelter environment

Incomplete information
Local information

Consider the individual
Consider the population

Consider the team
Consider the organisation

Limited resources
Difficult choices
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Pragmatic decision-making in the shelter environment

✓ Is a good thing

✓ It’s not perfect

✓ It’s not second best

✓ It’s not black and white

✓ It’s doing your best
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Introducing Orange

Really sore eyes

Can’t open his right eye, left eye

~ 8 weeks old 

Other litter mate has died

Currently ‘fostered’
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Introducing Orange

Needs neutering

Hasn’t been vaccinated
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1. Think Big

Severe ocular disease

High risk population with other vulnerable 
individuals

Quality of life is compromised
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2. One step at a Time

What are the problems?

Which is the biggest problem?

What are the time pressures?

What does everyone want?
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3. Be the animal’s advocate

Try and think objectively about the welfare 
of the animal

Talk openly about the animal’s perspective
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Being an advocate for Orange

What are you worried about?

How about Orange?
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4. Communicate with your team

Make sure everyone understands the 
situation

Explain which aspects of this decision are 
different to previous decisions

Listen 
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For Orange

Fosterer didn’t want to keep him

Vet was worried about the anaesthetic risk

Long-term care is uncertain

Shelter had limited resources
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5. Focus

Anaesthetic 
Risk

His eyes 
need 

looking at
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6. Be realistic, flexible and honest



7. Do no harm
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8. Make a decision!

There is rarely one single right answer

‘solving problems in a sensible way that 
suits the conditions that really exist now..’
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For Orange

Decision to anaesthetise him

Plan to examine and potentially remove 
right eye, examine left eye

Neuter him at the same time if all going 
well

Vaccinate him

Find another fosterer
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When being pragmatic is helpful
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When being pragmatic is helpful
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Who wants to know what happened to Orange?

He was anaesthetised

The right eye was removed

He stopped breathing

He started again (with help)

He was neutered

He was re-homed
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Up close
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Thank you
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